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Arabah.
      Nov 29th 1935 

Dear Mother. 

          I am so sorry to hear poor Buffles is in  
such a bad way. I will write to her next market  
day, Evidently Ron is very worried about her. 

          We are now in Ramadan. it was the last day of  
the previous month, Shebansic {Sha‘ban}, when we were in Girga  
& the people were having a sort of procession  
there were decorated carts, & some represented  
various trades, & we saw a lot of small children  
running along under nets, Sardic told us  
they were the fishes & the idea was to insuresic

a good catch in the coming month, we had  
quite a job to get along the streets there/<y> were so  
full of people, but it was great fun seeing  
them all. Now the men are fasting during  
the day & feasting at night, they watch for  
the sunset very eagerly. & are very sleepy  
during the day, the end of Ramadan comes  
just after our Christmas so we shall be  
having our feasts near together. 
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          Nannie has been making strange erections  
in the garden, she is afraid the cold wind  
at night may do harm to the young beans.  
so she has made a sort of Bedowinsic tent  
with sacks & odd bits of rag stuck up on straw  
stalks, this is set up at night & taken down  
in the morning. 

          The new dinner set sounds very pretty,  
I suppose it will be possible to replace breakages.  
Is May as good at smashing as Mrs Childs &  
Beatrice? Poor Beatrice I am sorry she had  
such bad luck in her next place 

          I do not think the riots in Cairo  
were very serious, the school boys are always  
getting out of hand & causing disturbances,  
last year they smashed up a lot of new motor  
busses the first day they started running.  
The Egyptians make no attempt to control their  
young, & do not punish them when they get  
out of hand 

          Lots of love to you & Father. 
          Your affectionate daughter 
          Myrtle.    


